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Reducing speeds across shipping fleets has been shown to make a substantial
contribution to effective short term measures for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, working toward the goal adopted by the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) in April 2018 to reduce the total annual GHG emission by at least 50% by
2050 compared to 2008. I review modeling work on GHG emissions and also on
the relationships between underwater noise, whale collision risk and speed. I examine
different speed reduction scenarios that would contribute to GHG reduction targets, and
the other environmental benefits of reduced underwater noise and risk of collisions with
marine life. A modest 10% speed reduction across the global fleet has been estimated
to reduce overall GHG emissions by around 13% (Faber et al., 2017) and improve the
probability of meeting GHG targets by 23% (Comer et al., 2018). I conclude that such a
10% speed reduction, could reduce the total sound energy from shipping by around
40%. The associated reduction in overall ship strike risk has higher uncertainty but
could be around 50%. This would benefit whale populations globally and complement
current efforts to reduce collision risk in identified high risk areas through small changes
in routing.
Keywords: speed, GHG, emissions, underwater noise, ship strike

INTRODUCTION
In April 2018, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted an initial strategy on the
reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from ships. The target is to reduce the total annual
GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared to 2008 values, while at the same time pursuing
efforts toward phasing them out entirely. The strategy lists candidate short term measures to reduce
GHG emissions in order to meet the agreed targets. IMO has developed the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EEDI) which requires that new ships become increasingly more energy efficient
according to the year in which they were built. This is the only legally binding energy efficiency
regulation for international shipping and only applies to new builds. This means that in order to
reach the IMO 2050 target, measures for improving operational efficiency of existing ships will also
be required. One element of the strategy is to “consider and analyze the use of speed optimization
and speed reduction as a measure, taking into account safety issues, distance traveled, distortion
of the market or to trade and that such measure does not impact on shipping’s capability to serve
remote geographic areas” (IMO, 2018). It has been suggested that speed reduction is perhaps the
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are optimized with respect to total GHG emissions which
will undoubtedly be the overriding concern from a legal and
policy perspective. In contrast to mandatory energy efficiency
requirements, guidelines related to ship strikes and underwater
noise are entirely voluntary. Hence, I have taken proposals to
reduce GHGs as a starting point and then examined the impacts
of these for ship strike risk and underwater noise.
The 73rd meeting of the IMO Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) in October 2018 considered
speed reductions as a proportion of “business as usual” (BAU)
speeds. This allows for the requirements of different shipping
sectors with different operating requirements and vessel speeds.
Vessel speeds will vary with ship type, with container ships and
vehicle carriers generally having the highest speeds compared to
oil tankers, bulkers, and general cargo (e.g., Bassett et al., 2012).
Faber et al. (2017) considered a range of speed reductions
of 10, 20, and 30% compared to “business as usual” as well as
the spare capacity within sectors to allow for the same volume
of goods if more ships were required because of slower speeds.
They note that in 2017, 3.5% of container vessels were idle
or laid up and estimated that bringing these vessels back into
service would allow the container fleet to reduce speeds by up
to 8%. The equivalent figures for bulk carriers and tankers are 3
and 22%, respectively. Lee et al. (2015) developed an economic
model which indicated that the savings in total fuel consumption
associated with slower speeds were usually higher than the cost
of operating the extra vessels required to transport equivalent
goods. The growth in global fleet tonnage in 2017 was around
3.3%, and for the first time in recent years the expansion in ship
supply capacity was surpassed by faster growth in demand and
seaborne trade volumes (United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development [UNCTAD], 2018). Thus, total excess capacity
reduced slightly in 2017 across the global fleet. Speed reductions
of greater than 10% would likely require a further increase in fleet
capacity to meet current demand, but historic delivery rates of
new vessels suggest that increases in fleet capacity could allow
speed reductions as high as 20% or 30% for most ship types
(Faber et al., 2017).

only short-term regulatory option capable of achieving
the necessary reductions in GHG emissions to meet IMO
targets (CSC, 2017).
Here, I consider the implications of speed optimization and
reduction not only for GHG emissions but for two further
environmental impacts of shipping: ship strike risk to whales
and underwater noise. Collisions between cetaceans and ships
occur worldwide where vessel activities overlap with cetacean
habitat. Collisions can cause damage to vessels and lead to
injury and/or death of cetaceans. In response to this threat, the
IMO issued guidance on minimizing the risk of ship strikes to
cetaceans (IMO, 2009) in 2009. The impacts of underwater noise
from shipping have also become increasingly recognized. IMO
agreed to guidelines for the reduction of underwater noise from
commercial shipping to address adverse impacts on marine life in
2014 (IMO, 2014).
I examine the implications of changes in vessel speeds at a
global level, which is the scale most relevant to GHG emissions;
however, ship strike risk and the impacts of underwater noise
will depend on the spatial overlap between shipping and the
distribution of sensitive species. The International Whaling
Commission (IWC) has concluded that the only proven, effective
mitigation measures to reduce ship strikes to whales are to avoid
areas with known concentrations of whales, or reduce speed while
transiting those areas (IWC, 2016). The IMO has recognized
that small changes in routing are the most effective way to
reduce ship strikes in identified high density whale areas (IMO,
2016). IWC (2016) lists the priority “high risk” areas identified
by the IWC, and ongoing research will likely identify more of
such areas. In some cases, speed restrictions have been put in
place in specific areas where routing options are not possible
(e.g., Seasonal Management Areas (SMAs)) on the east coast of
United States for North Atlantic right whales; Hauraki Gulf in
New Zealand for Bryde’s whales; approaches to the Panama Canal
in conjunction with routing for humpback whales (IWC, 2016).
However, most whale populations are widely dispersed, and
distribution patterns are not predictable enough to allow routing
measures. These situations would benefit from more general riskreduction measures. The greatest impacts from underwater noise
will also occur where there is most overlap between shipping and
marine species that are particularly sensitive to underwater noise,
but shipping has raised ambient noise levels across ocean basins
(McDonald et al., 2006; Andrew et al., 2011; Miksis-Olds et al.,
2013). Hence, most marine life will be affected to some extent and
hence benefit from global measures that reduce noise output.
From a ship strike and noise perspective, speed optimization
to minimize impacts could take into account the distribution
of species known to be vulnerable to ship strikes or to
be particularly sensitive to shipping noise, and be adjusted
accordingly. However, this relies on data that are frequently
not available, is operationally complex and also may conflict
with optimization for other purposes including minimizing
GHG emissions. For example, Doudnikoff and Lacoste (2014)
showed that CO2 emissions will increase if ships slow down
in certain areas and then increase speeds to compensate for
the longer sailing time. Hence, the focus in this paper is on
a simple assessment of global speed reductions where speeds
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The first stage of analysis was to examine data on the current
distribution of observed vessel speeds. These speed distributions
were adjusted according to a number of possible future scenarios
aimed at GHG reductions. The observed and adjusted speed
distributions were then used to estimate the expected change
in ship strike risk and underwater noise output associated
with each scenario.

Assessment of Current Distribution of
Vessel Speeds
Current vessel speeds were examined from Automatic
Identification System (AIS) data. I examined a year of data
from two areas, the main shipping lane across the Indian Ocean
south of Sri Lanka as representative of long distance oceanic
traffic, and a coastal area west of Greece in the Mediterranean as
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close to these areas. These results indicate a statistically significant
reduction in right whale ship strikes in the SMAs suggesting
that the speed limits have been effective (Laist et al., 2014).
A number of recent studies have also confirmed an increased
ship strike risk with increased speed, supporting the use of
speed restrictions as a way of reducing risk. Some studies have
attempted to quantify the speed-risk relationship for specific
whale species (Conn and Silber, 2013) or the hydrodynamic and
impact forces in relation to speed (Silber et al., 2010). Others (e.g.,
Wiley et al., 2011; Chion et al., 2018) have evaluated the relative
risk reduction that might be achieved by speed restrictions based
on these speed-risk relationships. In addition to studies based
on collisions, studies based on observations of whales close to
vessels have inferred greater collision risks with increases in speed
(Gende et al., 2011; Harris et al., 2012). However, there are still
limited data to quantify the relationship between strike rates
and vessel speed.
The probability of a fatal ship strike can be expressed as the
probability that a strike will occur multiplied by the probability
that it will ultimately be fatal (i.e., death or serious injury) given
that it has occurred.
The relationship between these probabilities and vessel speed
has been studied in most detail for North Atlantic right whales.
Vanderlaan and Taggart (2007) estimated the probability of lethal
injury with vessel speed at the time of impact (Mv ), which was
later updated by Conn and Silber (2013) with additional data. In
that case Mv for speed v (in knots) was expressed as:

more representative of coastal traffic. These areas were chosen
because of the availability and previous analyses of AIS data
(Frantzis et al., 2014; Priyadarshana et al., 2016). For the Indian
Ocean shipping lane, data were available from 2013/2014 to
2017/2018 for comparison. Vessel speeds were assessed within a
period of 1 year for all vessels which crossed a line perpendicular
to the shipping route between two waypoints at either side
of the main route.

GHG Reduction Scenarios
Slow steaming practices introduced after a slowdown in global
trade in 2008 prompted a number of studies of the economic
implications and potential for GHG reductions (Cariou, 2011;
Lindstad et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2015). Lindstad et al. (2011) found
that emissions could be reduced by 19% if speeds were reduced to
minimize costs and by 28% if speeds were further reduced but
with no increase in costs. Lee et al. (2015) developed a model
to quantify the relationship among shipping time, bunker cost
and delivery reliability noting that delivery time reliability was an
additional advantage of slow steaming. More recently, Mander
(2017) found that additional policy measures might be required
to ensure slow steaming persisted in the longer term. Between
2013 and 2015 there has been an increase in speed for some of the
largest ships (ICCT, 2017).
Faber et al. (2017) estimated reductions in CO2 emissions
for speed reductions of 10, 20, and 30% across the global
fleet based on the assumptions that a ship’s main engine
energy consumption per unit of time has a cubic relationship
with its speed and that the efficiency of the auxiliary engines
is not affected by speed reduction. They also allowed for
the increase in the number of vessels in order to transport
the same amount of cargo. However, their estimates did not
include the CO2 emissions associated with an increase in ship
construction due to demand for more vessels as a result of
slower speeds. Previous work (Faber et al., 2012) found the
emissions associated with such ship building to be sufficiently
small (in the range from 4 to 6% of the emission reductions
achieved by slow steaming) that they would not make an
appreciable contribution to the estimates. Reduced port call
times associated with increases in cargo handling efficiency
can also allow for slower speeds for the same amount of
cargo transported.
Comer et al. (2018) used the same proportional values of
speed reduction (10, 20, 30%) as Faber et al. (2017) but combined
these with estimates assuming different scenarios for timescales
of new build, technical efficiency improvements and low-carbon
fuel introduction. They then used a Monte-Carlo simulation to
estimate the probability of meeting the IMO targets.

Mv =

(1)

where β0 was estimated as −1.905 (SE = 0.821) and β1 as
0.217 (SE = 0.058).
Conn and Silber (2013) also estimated the relative
instantaneous strike rate with speed. They expressed this in
the form:
log (λ) = α0 + α1 v
(2)
where λ is the instantaneous rate at which whales are struck.
It was not possible to estimate α0 (which would have allowed
an absolute estimate of strike rate), but α1 was estimated
as 0.49 (SE = 0.09), giving a relative estimate of strike rate
with speed. There was insufficient evidence to support a more
complex quadratic effect with an additional parameter. Thus
the formulation generates an exponential increase in strike rate
with speed which becomes unrealistic at high speeds. In the
analysis, 99% of observed ship speeds were 20.5 knots or below (P.
Conn, personal communication). For the purposes of this study,
and to avoid the estimates of risk being dominated by a small
number of very fast vessels, I assume λ to be constant for speeds
greater than 20 knots.
Conn and Silber (2013) then derived an expression for
an index of the total mortality hazard based on the sum of
the independent relative hazards associated with each transit
through an area. The relative hazard for each individual transit
is expressed as λv Mv Dv where Dv is the duration of the transit for
vessel speed v. Thus Dv is proportion to 1/v.

Ship Strike Risk
Speed reduction has been used as a measure to address ship
strike risk in a number of locations (Silber et al., 2012). Speed
restrictions to reduce ship strike risks to North Atlantic right
whales were first introduced in SMAs off the east coast of the
United States in 2008. In the 5 years after the enactment of
mandatory 10 knot speed restrictions in several SMAs there were
no right whale mortalities attributed to ship strikes either in, or
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In this case for a fixed number of vessel transits globally (i.e., a
fixed amount of cargo transported) the equivalent global relative
hazard (Hv ) can be written as:
X λv Mv
Hv =
(3)
v

Others (McKenna et al., 2013; Simard et al., 2016; Veirs et al.,
2016; Gassmann et al., 2017) have estimated the slope m of a
linear regression where:

The dominant factor affecting the variance of estimates of Hv
is uncertainty in λ. At 15 knots, the difference in λ between
α1 ± one standard error (i.e., 0.40 or 0.58) is a factor of over
200. The 95% credibility interval for Mv is relatively narrow in
comparison (see Conn and Silber, 2013, figure 3).
Thus, any estimates based on Hv need to be treated with
caution. In addition these estimates were only made on the basis
of strikes to North Atlantic right whales and may not be directly
applicable to other species or populations. There is no reason to
expect large differences between species in the severity of injury
with speed in the event that a strike occurs, but the relationship
between speed and strike rate is more likely to vary between
species due to different responses to vessels, swimming speeds
and ability to maneuver. However, these differences are difficult
to predict. For the purposes of this study I use the estimates
of Conn and Silber (2013) for North Atlantic right whales as
indicative for all large whales, but note that the IWC Scientific
Committee has identified the need for a better understanding of
the relationship between vessel speed, the risk of death or injury
to the whale and damage to the vessel (IWC, 2016).

In this case 1SL will depend on the actual value of the speeds as
well as the ratio. Estimated values of m have ranged from 0.93
(Veirs et al., 2016) to 2.38 Gassmann et al. (2017). Veirs et al.
(2016) used a linear regression on a large data set to obtain a slope
of 0.93 dB/knot for broadband source level with speed, but they
note that most of the variation in SL is likely driven by ship class
(which was not controlled for in the regression), with little change
in speed within ship class.
All these relationships of noise with speed only apply to vessels
with fixed pitch propellers. Substantial cavitation can occur on
controllable pitch propellers when operating at slower speeds
resulting in higher noise levels. However, vessels with controllable
pitch propellers are only a very small proportion of the global fleet
(e.g., tugs, ferries).
Leaper et al. (2014) define the acoustic footprint of a vessel as
the area of sea for which the source level will be above a given
value (which can be defined in terms of energy or pressure).
For situations of spherical spreading (20 logR) propagation loss,
the ratio A1 /A0 of acoustic footprint associated with a change in
source level of 1SL dB is given by:

1SL = m (v1 − v0 )



Underwater Noise

A1 = 10
A0

Leaper et al. (2014) reviewed known data on the relationship
between vessel speed and broadband source level and concluded
that the power relationship suggested by Ross (1976), which was
based on vessel noise measurements and cavitation experiments,
was the most widely applicable. However, considerably more data
have become available since that review.
Some studies have fitted a power relationship to empirical
data to estimate the relationship between broadband source level
and vessel speed. The difference in source level (1SL) can be
expressed in terms of original speed v0 , final speed v1 , and
estimated power exponent z by:
 
v1
(4)
1SL = 10zlog (v1 ) − 10zlog (v0 ) = 10zlog
v0



(6)

where A0 is the original acoustic footprint for SL0 and A1 is the
footprint associated with SL1 where SL1 = SL0 + 1 SL.
The ratio of acoustic footprints in this case is also the same
as the ratio of total sound energy. For slower vessels and longer
passage times there will need to be more vessels at sea to carry the
equivalent amount of cargo. If all vessels travel at a fraction k of
their former speed (i.e., k = v1 /v0 ) then the number of vessels, and
the associated acoustic footprints, need to be multiplied by 1/k for
the equivalent cargo carried.
For the purposes of this analysis, I summarize the effects of
changes in vessel speed in terms of the ratio of sound energy for
equivalent cargo carried. The assumption of spherical spreading
loss also seems the most appropriate general approximation to
apply at a global scale. In different situations propagation loss
may be more or less than 20 logR (see Ainslie et al., 2014).
Thus, the ratios given can also be visualized in terms of acoustic
footprint which will also be roughly proportional to the number
of animals affected.

which just depends on the ratio v1 /v0 and not on
the original speed.
A recent study resulting in a large number of suitable
measurements was associated with the voluntary slow down
program initiated by the Vancouver Fraser Port Authority as part
of the Enhancing Cetacean Habitat and Observation (ECHO)
program. As part of this program MacGillivray and Li (2018)
obtained estimates of z by ship type from a total of 2765 source
level measurements including before and after the slow down
trial. For broadband monopole source levels, estimates of z varied
from 5.1 (containerships and vehicle carriers) to 8.1 (bulkers).
Other estimates of z are 4.5 from data in Allen et al. (2012)
from fishing vessels and a model from Wittekind (2014) which
suggests z = 8 for low frequency propeller noise above cavitation
inception speed.
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10

(5)

RESULTS
Vessel Speeds
Vessel speeds vary between areas and routes depending on the
nature of the traffic. The Indian Ocean route south of Sri Lanka
is typical of long distance routes, whereas coastal traffic is more
variable. In most cases the distribution is bimodal. This is more
pronounced in the coastal traffic example (Figure 1), but the
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FIGURE 1 | Proportion of transits by speed for offshore traffic (crossing Indian Ocean south of Sri Lanka) and coastal traffic in the eastern Ionian, Mediterranean.

FIGURE 2 | Distribution of offshore vessel speeds in 2017 shown as the sum of two approximately symmetrical distributions representing “fast” and “slow” vessels.

offshore traffic can also be summarized as the sum of two
symmetrical approximately normal distributions of “slow” and
“fast” vessels (Figure 2). In this case the fast vessel category is
dominated by container ships. Median speed for slow vessels
was around 13 knots and for the fast vessel category, 18 knots.
Median speed for large container ships of the major carriers
was 18.4 knots. There were only small changes in median
speeds between 2013 (13.7 knots) and 2017 (13.3 knots), with
a smaller proportion of vessels in the 16–20 knot range in
2017 and an increase in the 12–14 knot proportion. There were
2308 transits where the same vessel (based on MMSI number)
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transited at least once in both 2013 and 2017. No significant
difference was detected in the speeds of those vessels between
years (ANOVA, p = 0.61).
The peak in slower vessels in the Mediterranean is
dominated by recreational craft, many of which now voluntarily
transmit AIS signals.

Ship Strike Risk
Ten knots has been considered as the speed at which strike
risk has dropped to low levels, supported by the reduction in
ship strike cases following the introduction of SMAs on the east
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TABLE 1 | Changes in parameters for scenarios of 10–30% speed reductions across the global fleet adjusted for the same total cargo carried.
Reduction in speed compared to “business as usual” (BAU)

10%

20%

30%

0.49

CO2 emissions
Theoretical proportion of CO2 emissions compared to BAU for alternative speed regimes based on simple quadratic relationship

0.81

0.64

Estimated proportion of CO2 emissions compared to BAU for alternative speed regimes by Faber et al. (2017)

0.87

0.76

0.67

Probability of meeting 2050 target (>50% reduction) without accelerating the pace of new build technical efficiency (results from
Comer et al., 2018)

0.23

0.32

0.42

Ship strike risk
Mv = probability of lethal injury with vessel speed at the time of impact; Hv = global relative ship strike hazard
Proportion of transits <10 knots

0.20

0.38

0.61

Ratio of Mv with speed reduction compared to business as usual, Oceanic shipping traffic (all vessels)

0.93

0.84

0.75

Ratio of Hv with speed reduction compared to business as usual, Oceanic shipping traffic (all vessels)

0.50

0.22

0.10

Ratio of Hv with speed reduction compared to business as usual, Oceanic shipping traffic (large container ships only)

0.52

0.22

0.09

Ratio of Hv with speed reduction compared to business as usual, Coastal shipping traffic (all vessels)

0.48

0.21

0.09

Underwater sound
60 log (v) (independent of speed); ratio of total acoustic footprints compared to BAU

0.59

0.33

0.17

1 dB/knot (ratio of total sum of acoustic footprints compared to BAU based on observed distribution of all offshore vessel
speeds)

0.74

0.54

0.40

1 dB/knot (ratio of total sum of acoustic footprints compared to BAU based on observed distribution of offshore container
vessel speeds)

0.65

0.43

0.28

2.38 dB/knot (ratio of total sum of acoustic footprints compared to BAU based on observed distribution of offshore container
vessel speeds)

0.36

0.13

0.05

FIGURE 3 | Relative proportion of total sound energy [also equivalent to the relative total acoustic footprint as defined by Leaper et al. (2014)] from a number of
studies. Dotted lines indicate relationships that are dependent on the initial speed. The dashed line indicates z = 6 in Eq. 4.

coast of the US (Laist et al., 2014). Currently, only a very small
proportion (<10%) of transits occur at speeds of less than 10
knots for the oceanic traffic. This would increase to around 60%
if all vessels slowed by 30% (Table 1).
The estimates of risk reduction associated with speed
reductions of 10, 20, and 30% are shown in Table 1. These results
are most sensitive to the assumptions about the relationship
between strike rate and speed, for which there is the most
uncertainty and also likely considerable variation between
species. The estimates were all relatively insensitive to the overall
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distribution of speeds for the sector of the fleet being considered.
For example, values of Hv for a speed reduction of 10% were
between 0.48 and 0.52.

Underwater Noise
Studies that estimated relationships between source level and
speed were divided into two categories: those of the form in Eq. 4
(a simple power relationship) and those of the form in Eq. 5
(a linear regression of source level expressed in dB on speed).
These are shown in Figure 3 for reference speeds of 15 and
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to separate ships and whales by small changes in routing,
this would still be the option most likely to be effective, as
noted by IMO (2016).
In recent years, there has been a substantial increase in
concern over the impacts of underwater noise and increased
research effort including source characteristics of individual
vessels (IWC, 2018). These recent studies have given a much
more comprehensive assessment of the relationships between
source levels and speed. Many of these studies have shown that
for individual vessels, the relationship varies considerably with
the characteristics of the vessel (e.g., Kellett et al., 2013; Putland
et al., 2017), though consistently, slower speeds produce less noise
in fixed pitch propellers. Estimates that could apply to the fleet
as a whole also show a wide variation (as shown in Figure 3)
but support the continued use of the model of Ross (1976)
which has been used for some decades and falls in the middle
of the more recent observations. This model indicates a 10%
reduction in speed would cut global underwater sound energy
from shipping by around 40%.

20 knots for the relationships dependent on the original speed.
For the case of a simple power relationship in Eq. 4 between
source level and vessel speed, the ratio of sound energy associated
with a proportional reduction in speed will be the same for all
speeds and so can be estimated across the global fleet regardless
of the original speed distribution.
It can be seen that the model of Ross (1976) with z = 6 in
Eq. 4 falls in the middle of the more recent empirical studies. The
estimates of global proportion of acoustic footprint associated
with speed reductions are shown in Table 1 for this model.
A 1 dB/knot relationship would suggest a substantially lower
reduction across the global fleet than the Ross model, but a closer
level to the Ross model for just container vessels because of their
higher speeds. Table 1 also shows the reduction associated with
the 2.38 dB/knot relationship found by Gassmann et al. (2017)
for a specific class of container vessel. This shows the greatest
reduction in acoustic footprint, down to 5% of the initial value
for a speed reduction of 30%.

DISCUSSION
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